
Home Learning Choice Board
Waiata

Another well know Tainui song
is Toia Mai. Watch this YouTube
clip, it’ll show you the words

and the actions to this waiata.
Give it a go!

Tuhituhi - Writing

Choose a picture that inspires
you to write from the following
prompts at the bottom of this

page.

Pānui - Reading
Read a book

OR read along with
Story Online

Manaakitanga

Make a card for someone in
your class – tell them why they
are a good friend and include a
picture of you playing together
(you can
give them
their card
when we

come back
to school).

My family knows…
My family knows…

Different ways can you say
“Thank you” in English or in

other languages

Make a list of your own or work
with a family member and

See if you can come up with
more than 10 ways.

Ako:
MINDFULNESS

Take a piece of paper and
pencil outside and make

yourself comfortable.
Sit or lie quietly and listen to all

the sounds you can hear.
Record them on paper using

words or pictures.

Ngātahi
NATURE TOWERS

Who can build the tallest
natural tower? Put a ruler or
tape measure next to your

tower to show
how tall it is and
take a photo! It
must be made

using only
natural items

found outside &
stand without

anything
supporting it.

Have a look HERE for
inspiration.

STEM Challenge
Build a puzzle.

Follow this link to the SPCA
website, where they have

heaps of amazing puzzles and
games, all

animal related.
See how long it
takes you to put
each puzzle back
together again.

Pāngarau - Maths
Can you answer all the
questions about today’s
number of the day: 19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29S3N0Nqw9w
https://storylineonline.net/
https://kids.spcaeducation.org.nz/get-involved/fun-stuff/animal-jigsaw-puzzles/
https://kids.spcaeducation.org.nz/get-involved/fun-stuff/animal-jigsaw-puzzles/


Aumangea

Let’s go on a bug hunt! If
you have any piles of wood,
or rotting logs, lift them &

break them apart. Try
digging in some soil. Look in

the bark and branches of
trees and bushes. What can
you find? It's amazing how
many fascinating bugs are
living all around us! Take a
sheet of paper with you and
describe the bugs you find
using words or pictures.

Te Reo Māori
Label your kitchen with these
words and practice using them

every day.
Fridge -

Sink - puoto
Tap - kōrere wai

Jug - tīkera
Microwave - ngaruiti

Stove - tō
Oven - umu

Drawer - toroa
Knife - naihi
Fork - tīrou

Spoon - pune
Plate - pereti

Whakapakari Tinana:
Have a go at some of these
yoga poses. Try to hold each
pose for about 30 seconds.

Remember to breathe nice and
slowly when you are doing this.

Taking a big breath
in...holding….and then a big

breath out.

Writing Prompts: Choose a picture to create a story about.


